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Abstract. Surface electromyography(sEMG) based gesture recognition
as an important role in Muscle-Computer interface has been researched
for decades. Recently, deep learning based method has had a profound
impact on this field. CNN, RNN and RNN-CNN based methods were
studied by many researchers. Motivated by Bidirectional Long short-
term memory(Bi-LSTM) and Temporal Convolutional Networks(TCN),
we propose 1D CNN based networks called Bidirectional Temporal Con-
volutional Networks(Bi-TCN). The positive order signal and reverse or-
der sEMG signal are feed to our networks to learn the different repre-
sentation of the same sEMG signal. We evaluate proposed networks on
two benchmark datasets, Ninapro DB1 and DB5. Our networks yields
90.74% prediction accuracy on DB1 and 90.06% prediction accuracy on
DB5. The results demonstrate our networks is comparable to the state-
of-the-art works.

Keywords: sEMG, Deep Learning, CNN, TCN, LSTM, Gesture Recog-
nition

1 Introduction

Human-Computer interface system requires natural and intuitive method of in-
teraction and can’t cause too much confusion for the human users. Surface Elec-
tromyography(sEMG) naturally becomes an important role for muscle-computer
interaction, which can be easily collected by non-invasion electrodes and contain
abundant information about human intention of movement. Therefore, sEMG
based gesture recognition has been widely researched in many fields, such as
Virtual Reality(VR) interaction [27], Assistive system [9], etc.

Gesture recognition as a pattern recognition, supervised machine learning
methods are widely researched, such as Support Vector Machine(SVM) [17] [2],
K-nearest Neighbor(KNN) [15], Linear Discriminant Analysis(LDA) [2], Hid-
den Markov Model(HMM) [7], Random Forest(RF) [20], etc. These conventional
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methods require extracting features before classifying. Thus, a plenty of hand-
craft features were researched.

In recent years, Deep learning has been demonstrated remarkable capabilities
in many fields, such as image classification, natural language processing(NLP)
and object detection, etc. Similarly, deep learning based methods also give ges-
ture recognition a new perspective. Unlike traditional machine learning method
which requires a mount of human-selected, handcraft features. Deep learning
based method can learn to extract appropriate feature by itself. Specifically, an
increasing number of Convolutional Neural Networks(CNN) or Recurrent Neural
Networks(RNN) based methods were researched to improve gesture recognition.
More recently, 1D CNN have been considered the more appropriate approach to
address mutli-variate time sequence such as sEMG and EEG.

In this work we proposed a TCN [5] based networks named Bi-TCN. Unlike
CNN and CNN-RNN [22] [26] based method, TCN consider sEMG based gesture
recognition as a multivariate time sequence classification and use 1D casual
convolution. Motivated by Bi-LSTM, proposed networks also requires different
order of sEMG signal. In the recognition period, the positive order of sEMG
signal and reverse order of the same sEMG signal are feed to our networks.
We validation our method on two benchmark datasets, Ninapro DB1 [3] and
DB5 [18]. The results demonstrate our method is comparable to state-of-the-art
works.

The organization of this paper is given as follow: Section 2 provides an
overview of the related gesture recognition approaches. In Section 3, we provide
the detail about proposed Bi-TCN architecture. The description of datasets is
given in Section 4. In section 5, we describe the detail of the experiment. The
results and discussion are presented in Section 6. Finally, we draw conclusions
for this paper and give future work in Section 7.

2 Related Work

Same as other classification task, sEMG based Gesture recognition can be di-
vided into two categories. The first is traditional machine learning based method
and the second is deep learning based method.

For conventional machine learning method, feature extracting is required
before classifying. There are three categories of these features: Time domain,
Frequency domain and Time-Frequency domain. Atzori [3] extract Root mean
square(RMS), Histogram (HIST), marginal Discrete Wavelet Transform(mDWT)
as features. By combining these features with different conventional classifiers,
the results shows that random forest with combined features perform the best.
Ali H. Al-Timemy [1] use time domain-auto regression(TD-AR) feature and SVM
to classify sEMG. They achieve 98% accuracy over ten intact subjects for the
classification of 15 classes finger movement and 90% accuracy over six amputee
subjects with 12 classes finger movement.

Recently, deep learning based method was widely studied. For most Deep
Learning(DL) based methods, handcraft features is no more required. Hongfeng
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Chen [6] et al. proposed a new feature extracted by CNN, called CNNfeat. By
comparing CNNfeat with 25 traditional features, the result demonstrated that
CNNfeat outperform the traditional features. Wentao Wei [25] et al. use ”divide-
and-conquer” strategy to split sEMG image into equal-sized stream. Then, they
use CNN learns representation of each stream and feed these learned feature
to a fusion classification networks. In order to learn to extract spatial-temporal
information of SEMG, Yu Hu et al. [13] combine CNN and RNN as a new
classification model. The average accuracy achieved on Ninapro DB1 and DB2
are 87.2% and 82.2%, respectively. Elahe Rahimian et al. [19] proposed 1D CNN
based architecture named XceptionTime, they achieve SOTA performance with
92.3% prediction accuracy on Ninapro DB1.

On the other hand, some researchers combine traditional features with deep
learning method to learn multi-view classification. Wentao Weiet al. [24] combine
classical sEMG features to train a multi-view classifer. They select 3 classical
handcraft features and use these features to train their multi-view networks.
Finally, they achieve 88.2%, 83.7%, 64.3%, 90%, 64%, 88.3% prediction accuracy
on Ninapro DB 1, 2, 3, 5, 6 , 7 without IMU, respectively.

3 Proposed Method

In many existing works [25] [24], sEMG based gesture recognition was regarded
as image classification task. These methods may be not appropriate for the loss
of temporal information hidden in the sEMG signal. To consider the temporal
information in sEMG signal, some researchers combine LSTM with CNN, like
[22] [26]. By this way, the networks can learn the spatial-temporal information of
the sEMG signal. But this method will lead to parameter explosion and pressure
on real-time calculation. To address above problem, a new networks architecture
are presented name Temporal convolutional networks(TCN). TCN [5] has been
proved to be a more appropriate method to address multivariate time series
classification task by using a new technology called casual convolution and 1D
CNN.

Temporal Convolutional Networks based on two principles: The first is the
future information can not be leaked to the past, and the second is that neural
network produces an output of the same length as the input. To satisfy these
two principles, casual convolution is introduced. More detail, casual convolution
can be implemented simply by padding the time sequence and discarding the
over-padding value at the end after convolution operation. Padding value can be
calculated as follow:

padding = (k − 1) ∗ d (1)

where k is kernel size, d is dilation factor
However, the long sequence challenges the simple casual convolution. We need

stack casual convolution for many layers to look back history for very long time
sequences. however, this operation will leads to a large increase in parameters
and over-fitting. To solve this problem, the dilated convolution is introduced
which can be calculated as follow:
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f(s) = (x ∗d f)(s) =
k−1∑

i=0

f(i) · xs−di (2)

Where k is kernel size,d is dilation factor,s− di is the direction of the past.
To summarized, the temporal convolution is equal to 1D casual CNN +

1D dilation CNN. By using these strategies, TCN can extract information of
multi-variate time sequences with a few layer, meanwhile, it will not destroying
temporal attribute. The basic Temporal Convolution Networks is showed in fig1.

Fig. 1. Temporal Convolutional Networks.

In this work, motivated by Temporal Convolutional Networks(TCN) and
Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory(Bi-LSTM), we propose Bidirectional
Temporal Convolutional Networks(Bi-TCN) which contains a pair parallel TCN
as showed in fig2. The structure of two TCN is the same but the input is different.
Like Bi-LSTM, one of the TCN’s input is normal sEMG signal, and the other’s
input is reverse order of the same sEMG signal.

The first layer of proposed TCN is Batchnorm. then, followed by four casual
convolution layers, the dilation rate of these convolution is set to 1, 1, 2, 2
respectively and the kernel size of all convolutional layers is 3. After each casual
convolution layer, we apply PReLU activation function, Bachnorm and Dropout.
In this work, we set the possibility of Dropout layer to 0.5. In the first two casual
convolution layers, we apply SE-Module [12]. Basic structure of SE-Module is
showed in fig3. This module can make model pay more attention on key channels.
In the last two convolutional layers, we apply residual connect [11], which solves
the degradation problem of deep neural networks very well by allowing layers to
learn modifications to the identity mapping. The kernel size of residual layers is
set to 1 with padding zero. After four casual convolutional layers, we summed
the feature according to time dimension. the final layer of proposed TCN is one
layer MLP which predicts the classification result. All parameters of model are
initialized by using Xavier method [10].

Our method requires two stages to train. In the first stage, we train two
TCN separately. Firstly, sEMG signal are feed to one TCN. Then, the extracting
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Fig. 2. Bidirectional Temporal Convolutional Networks.

Fig. 3. SE-Module.

feature are summed according to time dimension. Finally, the summed feature
are feed to on layer fully connected to train and classification. Similarly, we
train the other TCN with the reverse order sEMG signal. After the first stage,
we discard the fully connected layer of both two TCN and freeze its parameters.

In the second stage of train, the positive and reverse order sEMG signal
are simultaneously feed to mentioned TCN. Then, the extracting feature of two
TCN are summed according to time dimension and concatenated. Finally, the
summed feature are feed to final fully connected layer to train. In this way, our
proposed networks combine two views of the sEMG signal.

4 Datasets

To validate our proposed model, a benchmark database Ninapro is used in this
paper. The Ninapro database have 7 datasets, we select the first and the fifth
dataset as our validation datasets .

4.1 Ninapro DB1

The first Database of Ninapro is recorded by Otto Bock MyoBock 13E200 with
10 wireless electrodes (channels) at a sampling rate of 100Hz. DB1(Ninapro
database1) [3] comprise 52 gestures from 27 intact subjects, each movement
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include 10 repetition, and each repetition lasted 5s. After recording, a generalized
likelihood ratio algorithm is applied offline to correct the stimulation. As previous
works [3] [25] [24], we apply 1st 1Hz butter-worth low-pass to filter this signal,
and use repetition 1, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10 as train set, and remain as test set.

4.2 Ninapro DB5

DB5 [18] include same gesture as DB1 from 10 intact subjects, each movement
include 6 repetitions. The acquired equipment of DB5 is double MYO band. One
of the MYO band is placed close to elbow, and the other is placed close to hand.
The MYO band have 8 electrodes and the sample ratio of MYO band is 200Hz.
We also apply 1st 1Hz butter-worth low-pass to filter it. We use the repetition
of 1, 3, 4, 6 for training, and remain for testing.

For above datasets, we extract features by applying sliding window with
200ms window size, because the time of classification for real-time recognition
should below 300ms [14]. Besides, The window step of DB1 is 10ms and of DB5
is 100ms. Like many previous works [4] [19] [24], we discard the rest gesture.
Additionally, the gesture in above two datasets can be divide into three cat-
egories. Exercise A: 12 basic movements; Exercise B: 8 isometric and isotonic
hand configurations and 9 basic movements of the wrist; Exercise C: 23 grasping
functional movements. Fig4 show a part of these gestures. The other information
of above datasets is also showed in table1.

Fig. 4. Gestures.
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Table 1. Specification of used Databases.

Database DB1 DB5

Number of gestures 52 52
Number of trials 10 6
Intact subjects 27 10
Number of channel 10 16
Sampling ratio 100Hz 200Hz
Repetition for training 1,3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10 1, 3, 4,6
Repetition for testing 2, 5, 7 2, 5

5 Experiment Setup

Because of different sampling ratio of two datasets, there are different setting
during training model. For the DB1, the filter number of convolutional layers is
set to 16, 32, 64, 64, respectively. The final FC layer of Bi-TCN is comprised by
one MLP layer. Batchnorm is applied before final MLP. For the DB5, the filter
number of convolutional layers is set to 32, 64, 128, 128, respectively. The final
FC layer of Bi-TCN is comprised by two MLP layer. Output size of first MLP
layer is 128. Similarly, batchnorm is applied before each MLP layer. The reason
is that the length of DB5 data is twice than DB1’s which require larger capacity
of networks. We use Adam as our optimizer and ReducLRPlateau as learning
scheduler during both training stages. The parameters of ReduceLRPlateau is
set as: model =′ min′, factor = 0.5, patient = 5, eps = 1e− 8. In all stages, the
training epoch for DB1 is 50, and for DB5 is 80. In the first stage, the learning
rate is set to 0.01. In the second stage, the initial learning rate is set to 0.001. We
use CrossEntropyLoss as our loss function, which can be represented as follow:

H(p, q) = −
∑ k∑

i=1

p(xi)log(q(xi)) (3)

We also used label-smoothing [16] for slowing down over-fitting. The label-
smoothing can be calculated as follow:

qi =

{
1− ε if i = y

ε/(K − 1) otherwise
(4)

Where ε is a hyper parameters, K is number of gestures. We set ε equal to 0.1.

RBF-SVM, LDA and Random Forest are selected as conventional classifiers.
Traditional machine learning requires extracting feature before training and test-
ing. Root mean square(RMS) is selected as our validation feature.

The gesture recognition accuracy is calculated as given below:

Accuracy =
Correct classification

Total test sample
∗ 100% (5)
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We run all experiments for 5 times and report the average result. All exper-
iments were implemented in workstation with INTEL 9700k processor, 16GB
RAM and 2070super, 8GB GPU.

6 Result And Discussion

The classification results can be seen in 5, SVM with RBF kernel yields the best
performance among the traditional classifiers, with 81.05% prediction accuracy
for DB1 and 71.22% prediction accuracy for DB5, but it’s still inferior to the
performances of deep learning method. Our proposed TCN yield 90.16%±0.33%
recognition accuracy on DB1 and 88.00%±0.34% on DB5. Comparing with pro-
posed TCN, Bi-TCN improves average accuracy from 90.16% to 90.74%±0.26%
on DB1, with a increasing of 0.58%. On DB5, it improves average accuracy from
88.00% to 90.06%±0.15%, with a increasing of 2.06%.

Fig. 5. Performances comparsion of different classifier.

The train loss and test loss of Bi-TCN can be seen in fig6 and fig7. From the
results, we can clearly see the loss of Bi-TCN are lower than proposed TCN. In
the confusion matrix, some incorrect classification of proposed TCN are correctly
classified by Bi-TCN. This phenomenon demonstrate that through combine pos-
itive order and reverse order of the same sEMG signal, our Bi-TCN can extract
more information hidden in the signal than proposed TCN. On the other hand, as
showed in the confusion matrix, the misclassification occurs more often between
adjacent classes. This is because the gesture of adjacent classes are more similar
and the sEMG signal of these gesture are also similar, which makes classifica-
tion more difficult. That’s phenomenon indicates we should pay more attention
to the classification of similar gesture to further improve the accuracy of gesture
recognition.
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(a) Loss. (b) Accuracy.

(c) TCN confusion matrix. (d) Bi-TCN confusion matrix.

Fig. 6. Results of DB1 subject 1.

(a) Loss. (b) Accuracy.

(c) TCN confusion matrix. (d) Bi-TCN confusion matrix.

Fig. 7. Results of DB5 subject 1.
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We also compare our method with related works. The result can bee seen in
the table2, our method achieve best result on DB5. For DB1 our method’s predic-
tion accuracy is lower than SOTA, but it’s worth noting that our TCN only have
32k parameters and Bi-TCN have 72k parameters, while SOTA method have
410k parameters. The less parameters means less computation power needed,
which will improve real-time performance. In [23] which also use TCN framework,
they achieve 89.76% recognition accuracy on 53 movements but with 300ms win-
dow. It’s worth know that with decreasing of window size, the accuracy will also
decrease, thus, our proposed method is outperformance than general TCN meth-
ods. On DB5, our method achieve 90.06% recognition accuracy on 52 movement,
while SOTA get 90% prediction accuracy on 41 movements.

Table 2. Gesture recognition accuracy of the proposed TCN and Bi-TCN compared
with the accuracy of existing works.

Database Model Accuracy Parameters

DB1 Multi-view [24] 88.2% -
TCN [23] 89.76%(53 movements, 300ms) 85k
XceptionTime [19] 92.3% 413k
Proposed TCN 90.16%±0.33% 32k
Proposed Bi-TCN 90.74%±0.26% 72k

DB5 TL CNN [8] 68.98%(18 movements) -
LCNN [26] 71.66% -
Stacking Ensemble

Learning [21]
72.09%(40 movements) -

Multi-view [24] 90%(41 movements) -
Proposed TCN 88.00%±0.34% 121k
Proposed Bi-TCN 90.06%±0.15% 257k

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed Bidirectional Temporal Convolutional Network(Bi-
TCN) to improve the performance of sEMG based gesture recognition. Our
proposed networks is consist of two same structure of Temporal Convolutional
Networks(TCN). This new TCN method requires two training stages. In the
first stage, two TCN are trained by using reverse order sEMG signal and pos-
itive order sEMG signal, respectively. Then, we combine the feature extracted
by two TCN to train a final classifier. By validating our network on two bench-
mark dataset, the results demonstrate our method can achieve 90.74%±0.26%
and 90.06%±0.15% recognition accuracy on DB1 and DB5 respectively which is
comparable to the SATO method. Moreover, our networks have less parameters
than previous’ which will improve the ability of real-time gesture recognition
and reduce the requirements on equipment.
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Despite of the good performance of Bi-TCN,it is difficult to ensure that the
features learned by TCN and Reverse-TCN are different. So our future work will
focus on find appropriate approaches to avoid duplication of learned features.
Furthermore, we also will consider utilizing Graph Neural Networks(GNN). The
reason is that the muscle groups of the hand are different when execute different
gestures and this relation of the muscle groups can be regarded as a relation
graph.
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